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Following in Our Footsteps? Parent-Child Conversations about Engineering (Fundamental)

One of the major tenets of precollege engineering education is to promote the viability of engineering as a potential occupation, and there are myriad of programs, both formal and informal, that are engaged in this endeavor (e.g. incorporation of engineering into state standards, marketing campaigns such as Changing the Conversation, engineering outreach events, etc.). Each program has different foci, but oftentimes the same goal – how do we get more students to consider engineering? Many programs evaluate engagement, formation of engineering identity and even persistence. However, the number of students completing degrees in engineering has seen limited growth, despite this national push. How then do we broaden participation in engineering? While it would be impossible to map all the potential pathways into engineering, we can take insights from the experts – engineers themselves – and apply lessons learned to help others become more aware of the field. By understanding the underlying phenomenon of occupational inheritance, this study aims to provide ways that parents and educators alike can aide in the development and understanding of engineering as a profession to all.

Introduction

Engineers often beget engineers. A survey of freshman engineering courses has shown that a majority of undergraduates have followed in the same occupational area as a parent, a correlation that is stronger with females. The concept of occupational inheritance, in which an offspring follows in the same professional footsteps of their parent, isn’t a recent phenomenon. It also isn’t limited to engineering having been observed several different professions such as law, medical fields and even NASCAR. These studies suggest that parents’ own deeply held knowledge, attitudes and beliefs are transmitted to their children through parenting action. This could include small transmissions such as simple occupational terminology (e.g. stethoscope in nursing) to ways that problems are solved. The transmission process, whether conscious or not, gradually promotes a pathway for a child to mimic a parent’s occupational interests – thus allowing children to follow in the occupational footsteps of their parents. So the more that the connection between the occupational space crosses over into family the life the greater the potential for children to develop this transmission. This is not necessarily a formal process, but rather one that occurs in everyday familial interactions, such as conversations.

Conversation is such an essential feature of human existence, allowing us to interact with others, exchange knowledge and information, and even reprogram our brains to work in new ways. The way we converse impacts not only what we say, but also what we learn, believe, and eventually become. Its formative power is perhaps most apparent in the dialogue
between parent and child, wherein even the youngest brain is highly bound in the analysis of the exchange.\textsuperscript{11} There is a profound prerogative to investigate how and under what circumstances conversations about engineering are occurring with our youth -- and what tools may be provided to further enhance their understanding and interest in becoming engineers themselves.

**Background**

It is essential to expose children to the engineering world of work at a young age, as interest develops from knowledge and familiarity as a child reaches adolescence. The family environment is where children are first exposed to the world of work through observations of family members, as well as overhearing family members recount their day in everyday conversation.\textsuperscript{14} From this informal exposure, young people can construct ideas regarding work and how it applies to them even before they enter formal education.\textsuperscript{8,15-17}

Lutz & Keil (2002) found that young children have intuitive notions about occupations based upon generalizations that they abstract from real world phenomena.\textsuperscript{18} Even preschool age children can distinguish between the kinds of knowledge that certain occupations have. They are able to “cluster” groups of information together to form rudimentary divisions of labor. However, with the youngest children (3 years) they found that even though they could distinguish between what a doctor and a mechanic does, they couldn’t extrapolate to broader areas of expertise (i.e., a mechanic might have more knowledge to fix a broken lawnmower than a doctor). A proposed mechanism was that the 3 year olds recognized key words that were more likely to be associated with a certain profession\textsuperscript{18} thus highlighting the importance of talk.

However, studies have shown that most children have limited knowledge regarding engineers, and this lack of knowledge can often persist into adulthood.\textsuperscript{19-21} Common careers such as firefighter, nurse, and teacher are prevalent because they are readily recognizable and have job description that have been simplified for children. Engineering on the other hand lacks a simplistic explanation due to its complexity and diversity of foci. Children often associate engineers as someone who operates a train (which is actually a matter of semantics depending on the region), a person who fixes cars (auto mechanic) or someone in construction, which are also common associations with adults as well.\textsuperscript{21-23} Parents that perpetuate these beliefs can potentially pass down mis-information to their progeny as parents are the predominant source of occupational information for young children.\textsuperscript{8,15,24}

Parents are a significant influence on the occupational interest of their children.\textsuperscript{8,15,24} Parents have been identified as the key-socializing agent by introducing a child to roles within different situations.\textsuperscript{25-26} The way that parents socialize their children regarding occupations can have profound impacts on the way that the children perceive the occupation and how it can relate to their own self-interests and abilities.\textsuperscript{8} Having interviewed engineers, Zhang and Cardella (2010)
found that parents encourage their children to play with particular toys and books, participate in around-the-house projects, and engage in everyday conversations to help their children learn about engineering.27 These typical parent-child interactions are therefore a way by which parents can potentially socialize their children to recognize and develop traits that ensure success in the same occupation to which the parent belongs.28 However, these parents did not talk about engineering explicitly, but rather encouraged general skill development.29 A study on parental attitudes found that parents agreed that young children should learn about careers, but that the process should unfold slowly and that children should be sheltered from the complexities of “real work”.30 However, sometimes this could result in the child not recognizing that the parent is an engineer.29

While parents have been identified as an important source of occupational knowledge, the process of how they transmit their knowledge, attitudes and behaviors about occupations has received little attention.31 It is therefore of major interest to understand how engineering parents, whom are expected to have intimate knowledge of the field, interact with their children regarding their chosen occupation. Specifically, what strategies do engineering parents use to facilitate occupational knowledge about engineering to their young child? This study aims to look at how engineering parents engage with their young children about engineering, with focus on how they share engineering occupational knowledge, attitudes and beliefs. Results include information on how parents (and educators), both familiar and not as familiar with engineering, can converse about engineering with young children.

**Description of the Study**

This exploratory qualitative study investigated engineering parents’ strategies using a developed storybook as an impetus for conversation. The storybook follows two protagonists on their way to deliver a package to an engineer. Through conversing with each other the children ponder what an engineer is, who they can be and where they work – allowing for the text and illustrations to build upon the engineering world of work to expose occupational knowledge, attitudes and beliefs (Figure 1).

Through the development of the engineering storybook there were four constructs that were purposefully integrated as to elicit conversation between the parent and child.32 The intention of these constructs was to encourage talk between the engineering parent and their child around 1) use of the word “engineer”, 2) engineering imagery (i.e. turbine, blueprints), 3) who can be an engineer, and 4) if they know any engineers. Means to facilitate these conversations included illustrations, question embedded within the text and two separate prompts that specifically posed the question to the listener (in this case the child).
Twenty-four parents (Table 1) that self-identified as engineers (through a degree conferred or a job association or other) video-recorded themselves reading the developed storybook to their young children (aged 3-5 years) within their own home. This allowed for a naturalistic observation of the parent-child interaction not encumbered by the presence of the researcher.

Table 1 Parent-child dyad distribution of study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sons</th>
<th>Daughters</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fathers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mothers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the participants (aged 25 to 44) were married with children living at home, with six individuals having a spouse whom was also an engineer. The participants predominantly identified as as Caucasian (Asian = 2, Native American, Other = 2), with two acknowledging Latino/a ethnicities. They hailed from 17 different states, demonstrating a diverse geographical spread.

All participants stated that they had at least one engineering degree, with ten individuals holding advanced degrees (4 M.S. and 6 Ph.D.). In terms of occupations, the majority were working as engineers (n =16), but a few of the participants were represented from academia (n=3) and engineering management (n =2). There was a representative sample from several different
engineering disciplines: mechanical (n=9), electrical/computer (n=5), environmental (n=2), civil (n=2), chemical (n=1), industrial (n=1) and biomedical (n=1) engineering.

Video data was transcribed and segmented using a conversation analysis coding system that distinguishes turns-at-talk between two individuals. Conversation Analysis (CA) is a qualitative method derived from ethnomethodology and discourse analysis and established in the 1960’s by social scientists Harvey Sacks, Emanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson to distinguish social interaction during discourse. It allows researchers to describe, analyze and understand talk through a series of organizational structure and linguistic notation. Specific notation for CA transcripts were developed by Gail Jefferson to show linguistic emphasis. Additional focus includes the use of adjacency pairs that delineate conditional relevance (e.g., first turn-at-talk of adjacency pair makes the later turn relevant) to ascribe structural relevance to a certain speaker. Common organization of talk include: taking and constructing turns, building sequence of actions, repairing troubles, speaking in ways fitted to occasion, and selection of particular words.

Names were replaced with pseudonyms to protect privacy. Data was derived from the close examination of the specialized transcript and formed the basis for theorizing about the parental strategies by investigating adjacency pairing, which is the main construct of conversation analysis. Transcripts were intricately analyzed through for initial observations using different “keys” to sequester data into manageable phenomenon. Focus was placed on the sections of talk that deviated from the storybook text, as when the parent or child interjected talk.

Findings

Construct 1: The word “engineer”
Within the storybook, the word engineer was integrated into the text a total of eleven times, including front cover and title page. Parents mentions ranged from 8 to 30 times, with mothers on average (M = 18.5, SD = 6.1) mentioning engineering more than fathers (M = 14.6, SD = 7.7). While there was a difference in the means by gender, it was not significant (t(19) = -1.21, p < .01).
Construct 2: Engineering imagery
Context specific engineering imagery was represented through two different illustrations: one representing a turbine (plane) engine and the other was a blueprint image. The images were chosen due to relative connection to professional engineering. The way that parents talked about the engineering imagery included engineer-related vocabulary such as turbine and blueprint, but also simplified language such as plane for turbine and drawing for the blueprint (Table 2). The use of simplified vocabulary might be indicative of the level to which the parent believes the child to be at.

Table 2. Vocabulary use for engineering imagery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Turbine Image</th>
<th>Blueprint Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineering-related</strong></td>
<td>Turbine (4), Jet Engine (2)</td>
<td>Blueprint (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simplified</strong></td>
<td>Plane (2), Motor of Plane</td>
<td>Drawing, Picture (2), Map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mis-identified</strong></td>
<td>Fan, Wheel</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>From in-line text</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Plans (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No identification</strong></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Engineer/ing mentions by parent gender.
Construct 3: Who could be an engineer
The idea of “who” can be an engineer probed and challenged stereotypes that are common (i.e., that engineers are old white men). The illustrations and text for this construct presented several different options for who can be an engineer. The first deals with the common misconception that engineers work on car being a man fixing a car and is only “male” other than the main character on the page. Other “potential” engineers include a young girl jumping rope (who could one day theoretically grow up to be an engineer) and a lady carrying some materials that is winking at the main characters. The prompt on the page “what do you think?” was intended to see if any of the three characters could potentially be deemed to be an engineer, as well as to determine what traits (e.g., old, young, female / male) they should have. Three children thought that the man fixing the car could be an engineer, and parents responded with affirmation (that it was an acceptable answer) or clarification – though no parent opposed their child’s viewpoint. No one thought the little girl jumping rope could be an engineer, whereas eight children correctly responded that the winking women could be an engineer. There were nine children that did not answer the prompt, with the parents either rephrasing or restating the question before moving on. Interestingly, two children identified that a train driver was an engineer (though it was not presented on the page). Both parents gave a token acknowledgement and then moved on reading.

Construct 4: Recognizing engineers
This construct was intended to evaluate how the children recalled their parent’s occupation and conversely how the parent’s reacted to the response of their child using a call-out with the prompt: “Do you know any engineers?” Out of 24 participants, only four children readily stated (directly after the prompt) that the parent reading the book was an engineer. After encouragement and further prompts an additional seven children also correctly identified their parent’s occupation.

Children’s answers varied from recognition that the parent was an engineer to identification with common misconceptions, such as misrepresentation as a car mechanic. Additionally, some children expressed that they did not know any engineers or were uncertain – providing deflection through verbal and physical means. There was no discernable pattern with regard to child’s response or age. Nor was there any pattern between a child’s recognition of parent as an engineer and the types of engineers with whom they interact.

Parent’s response included affirmation, repetition, restatement and rephrasing of prompts, statements and no action. While only a small sub-set (n = 3) of the participants’ children associated engineers with incorrect attributes such as “fixing cars” and “engines”, the parents did not address these inconsistencies during the storybook reading.
Discussion

One broad theme that emerged from this study was the idea that the engineering parents missed opportunities to discuss engineering with their children such as connections to their own career. This was evidenced through children not connecting that their parent was an engineer and the parent not putting forth their own occupation. Additionally, there were opportunities for parents to negate or expand upon certain misidentifications with engineering such as the strong association with trains. It was more prevalent for parents to explain and/or reinforce that an engineer drives a train, rather than expound on their own occupation. Having said this, there is the caveat that the engineering parents are not as immersed in the literature regarding engineering education and may not be aware of how important it is to appropriately showcase engineering to young children to garner potential interest in the field.

The following are recommendations for both engineering (and non-engineering) individuals to talk about engineering with young children:

Recommendation 1: Don’t be afraid to talk about engineering! Use the word “engineer” in everyday talk, as repeated exposure will allow a child to use it in their everyday conversations. Keep an ear out for times that engineering is mentioned on television commercials or books (you might find that it is used more often than you think).

Recommendation 2: Make a personal connection to your own occupation if you are an engineer. Connecting to personal information is essential in developing and building key interest and knowledge in certain subject. If you feel that the topic is too complex, talk about where you work, what you work on, who you work with and what kinds of things you do (e.g., work outside, use a computer, draw, talk with others, etc.).

Recommendation 3: Address inconsistencies early, and stray away from train / mechanic / construction associations. These beliefs are often hard to mitigate later down the line and those that are not interested in these association may not consider engineering as an ample field of study.

Conclusion

It was found that engineering parents provide both general and specific knowledge about engineering that is informed by their own background. However, while engineering parents display positive attitudes regarding engineering, they may not correct inconsistencies that the child may have - even though they consider themselves knowledgeable about their own field. While this study gives insights regarding engineering-parent child conversations about
engineering, it is just a small observation of the many ways that engineering parents may transmit their own occupational knowledge, attitudes and beliefs. There is a significant need for further studies to investigate the phenomenon of occupational inheritance in engineering.
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